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Solar-assisted self-sufficiency system of a pump group Stadtwerke 

Borna 

Owner Städtische Werke Borna GmbH 

Project Overview 

Project  Installed  

power 

Battery storage Frequency inverter 

pump drive 

Frequency inverter  – 

grid load 

Stadtwerke 

Borna 

17 kWp 39,6 kWh 5,5 kVA  30 kVA 

 

Point of departure: 

The smart grid system is designed to ensure a renewable energy supply for the pump group of 
the Stadtwerke Borna and thereby increase their own consumption of PV energy measured on 
the total energy consumption of the module to an optimum. 
The generated photovoltaic electricity of the modules should be fed into the installed DC-link of 
the frequency inverter of the pump. The DC link is in the range of 600V +/- 10%. To allow an 
MPP tracking, a string converter concept has been realized. 
 
The system consists of the following components: 
 
- A photovoltaic-rooftop facility with all integrated components (panels, 
generator junction box, cable, substructure, etc.) and its legal standards, regulations and 
certificates. 
- A temporary storage for the electric current incl. battery management system 
- various power electronic components for the power conversion 
 
 
The smart grid system contains the following protection and monitoring points: 
 
- overvoltage protection 
- DC circuit breaker 
- fuses 
- reverse current protection of the PV field 
- string surveillance 
- insulation monitoring 
- emergency stop switch 
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Components/ Specific characteristics Explanations/advantages 

Solar panels: ET Solar 

ET - P660250WW 

68 pcs. (power class: 250 Wp ) 

power tolerance  -0 Wp/ + 5 Wp 

polycrystalline technique 

Battery storage: Sinusstrom GmbH cells: lithium cells SP-LFP60  

200 pcs.  

BMS: Sinusstrom GmbH 

single cell monitoring 

passive cell balancing to 4.5 A 

interface: Modbus RTU  

intelligent Generator junction box: 

Sinusstrom GmbH 

Viper 

2 pcs.  

functions integrated: MPP tracking, 

monitoring 

max. Efficiency> 99% 

max. Input current 20 A, MPP voltage 300 to 

800 V, max. Open-circuit voltage 950 V DC 

Aluminum housing, IP 65, for wall mounting 

 

Control: Sinusstrom GmbH Wago SPS 

individual software 

Furthermore, all the programming work and planning has been taking over by Sinusstrom GmbH. 

Thus a functioning self-sufficient  power supply system for the pump units has been realized within 

shortest time. 
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